Follow this Guide to setup an Observer account in Canvas

nadine.gilkison@ftcsc.org
Sit with your child and have them login to their Canvas account on their device.

1. Your child needs to tap first on where it says “Account”.
2. Then, they need to tap on “Settings”.
3. Tap on “Pair with Observer”.

![Diagram showing the steps to pair with an observer in Canvas](image-url)
4. This will generate a "pair with observer code". The code will last for 7 days or after one use.

Once you have this code, **NOW** you can create a parent account in Canvas.
Create an account

DO NOT! I repeat…
DO NOT create an account through the Canvas Parent App.

MUST create account on WEBSITE
Enter the Pairing Code HERE when you setup your account.
1. After you login to your Canvas account **online**, tap on “Account”.

2. Now tap on “**Observing**”

3. Here is where you enter the student pairing code that your child generated.

Parents of Multiple kids follow these directions to add more codes.
Follow Steps on the next few slides if you are interested in using the Canvas Parent App.

**Reminder:** You **MUST** create your Canvas Account online via the website... NOT thru the app.

**Important Items to Note**
Download the Parent App. It is available for both iOS and Android devices. The icon will look like the image below.

iOS App Link  Android App Link
2 Tap Find my school... type Franklin Township

You will use the one that says Franklin Township-Parents

3 Login to your account that you already created on the website...
Items to Note:
Use the down arrow to toggle between children if you have several in Canvas.

ALWAYS go to Infinite Campus to check grades, NOT CANVAS.

Canvas will not have all assignments and assessments in it, only some.

Communicate with teachers via email, not CANVAS.